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Abstract— Application domains such as scientific networks, blogs, and groups share information in a large amount is usually in 
unstructured data text documents. Document annotation is one of the popular methods, where metadata present in document is us ed to 
search documents from a large text documents database. Annotations can be comments, important notes, explanation about data or other 
types of related information or remarks that can be attached to document or to a specific part of a document. Attribute-value pair 
annotations use either content or querying value of attributes or both for annotation. Using content and querying value together increases 
the visibility of documents more efficiently than using them individually. Various methods like information extraction and query forms have 
been used for this purpose, but they are expensive and inaccurate. We present an alternative approach, which will provide relevant 
attributes for annotation, having high content and querying value. 

Index Terms— Document annotation, Unstructured data, Content value, Querying value.   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

 OWDAYS the current output on searching some type of 
a partial document is a primary requirement. To get 
such conclude search output, we have to support docu-

ments, information in smart way i.e. stored data in structured 
and unstructured format. Annotation technique is one of the 
best featured techniques to manage such documents and get 
efficient search output. Attribute – value pairs are generally 
more significant as they can contain more information than 
un-typed approaches.  
Summarized result on searching for particular document is 
basic requirement today. To get such summa¬rized search 
output, we have to handle documents or data in active way. 
Annotation technique is one of the fine feature techniques to 
manage such documents and get effective search result. 
Attribute – value pairs are generally more meaningful as they 
can contain many information than un-typed approaches. Ef-
forts to keep such decent to keep up of such an¬notate docu-
ments user has to take much extra efforts. A sce¬nario is diffi-
cult, convoluted and time consuming where there are number 
of fields to be filled at time of upload¬ing a specific document. 
Hence end user frequently ignores such annotation capabili-
ties. User is still not re¬sponsive and ignoring task though 
system offers the facility to any annotates data with attribute-
value pairs. Along with this there it also has not easy to see 
usefulness for subsequent searches in the future. 
Such cumbersome finally tend to very essential annotations, if 
any at all, that are often limited to plane keywords. Such sim-
ple annotations make the analysis and query¬ing of the data 
burdensome. It is the fact that this is ef¬fective but ignored 
attribute – value paired annotation scheme can bring smooth 
searching and to support this motivated us to work on Colla-
borative Adap¬tive Data Sharing platform (CADS), which is 
an ―anno¬tate-as-you‖ create foundation that facilitates the 
field¬ed data annotation. 
 
 The contribution of our system is the direct use of the query 
workload to constant the an¬notation process and also to ex-
amining the content of the document. Along with this contri-
bution we are also working on phrase extraction process to 

build knowledge out of text. CAD provides cost proper and 
good solution to help efficient search solution. The goal of 
CADS is to support a process that creates annotated do-
cu¬ments nicely and that can be immediately useful for com-
monly is-sued semi-structured queries of end user. [1] 
This paper contains five sections; in section II some earlier 
related work is explained. In section III, proposed work is giv-
en. In section IV, the challenges occurred in existing system 
and lastly in section V, the conclusion. 

2 RELATED WORK 

S.R. Jeffery, A.Y. Halevy and M.J. Franklin proposed a paper 
―Pay-as-You-Go User Feedback for Dataspace Systems‖. The 
proposed system which is a line of work towards using more 
expressive queries that leverage annotations is ―pay-as-you-
go‖ querying strategy in the data spaces. In data spaces users 
provide hints for data integration at the time of query. But in 
this paper it is assumed that data sources already contain 
structured information and also problem is to match the query 
attributes with the source attribute.[2]  
A. Halevy, M. Franklin: was proposed a paper i.e. ―From Da-
tabases to Dataspaces: A New Abstraction for Information 
Management‖. This approach was shows a solution to Laplace 
smoothing, to avoid zero probabilities for the attributes that 
do not appear in the workload. It helps us to get closer to-
wards accuracy. [4] 
Y. Song, Q. Zhao, W.-C. Lee, and C. L. Giles, ―Real-time auto-
matic tag recommendation‖. In this system they demonstrate 
highly-automated framework for real-time tag recommenda-
tion. The tagged training documents are created as triplets and 
are represented in two bipartite graphs, which are divided 
into clusters. Tags in each topical cluster are ranked by the 
novel ranking algorithm. A new document is divided by the 
mixture model that is based on its probabilities so that the tags 
are suggested according to their ranks. [5] 
R. van Zwol and B. Sigurbjornsson: proposed a paper ―Flickr 
Tag Recommendation Based on Collective Knowledge‖. This 
system works for Flickr and the tags provide meaningful de-
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scription of the objects, and allow the user to organise and 
index there content. It suggested tags for images/snapshots on 
flickr. It guides us for web based system structure tag recom-
mendations. [9] 
A. Jain and P.G. Ipeirotis, propose a paper ―A Quality-Aware 
Optimizer for Information Extraction,‖ This pa¬per demon-
strate a novel approach Receiver Operating Characteristic 
(ROC) curves to estimate the extraction quality in a statistical-
ly robust way and it shows how to use ROC analysis to select 
the parameters in a principled manner. They pro¬posed a so-
lution or model for pre-disaster preparation and post-disaster 
business continuity/rapid recovery. [3] 
H.V. Jagadish and M. Jayapandian, propose a paper ―Auto-
mated Creation of a Forms-Based Database Query Interface‖. 
The proposed System maximizes the ability of a forms-based 
interface to support queries that a user may ask, while consi-
dering both the number of forms and the complexity of any 
one form. It is a technique to extract query forms form existing 
queries in a dataset that are fires on database using 
'querability' of column.  Given a database schema and content 
they presented an automatic technique to generate a good set 
of forms that satisfy the above expected data. [8] 
K. Chen, H. Chen, N. Conway and T.S. Parikh, propose a pa-
per ―Usher: Improving Data Quality with Dynamic Forms‖. In 
this the system automatically decides which question in the 
survey are the most important for setting the query. In USHER 
focuses on system for data quality assurance, data entry and 
form design. Once the attribute are identified in the document 
user can use the usher to model the dependencies across 
attributes and minimizes the number of questions to be asked. 
[7] 
D. Yin, Z. Xue and B.D. Davison, ―A Probabilis¬tic Model for 
Personalized Tag Prediction‖. This pa¬per suggests social tag-
ging by incremental process. It proposes a personalized tag 
recommendation system that discovers and implements gene-
ralized association rules. A probabilistic tag recom-mendation 
system is introduced and it uses Bayesian ap¬proach. It only 
was focusing on content and not the query workload that re-
flects the user interest. [6] 

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

CAD’s basic objective is to create very structured 
annotated document to trigger efficient search in minimal 

execution cost. Also for semi- structured queries of user 

CAD generate most useful output.  
 Also CAD adopt the strategy in which docu-
ment is annotate at time of creation while crater is still 

in “document generation” phase, even though the 
techniques can also be used for post-generation docu-

ment annotation. 
 

 
Figure1.CADS Workflow 

In our scenario, the author generates a new document and 
uploads it to the repository. After the upload, CADS analyzes 
the text and creates an adaptive inser¬tion form. The form 
contains the best attribute names given the document text and 
the information required (query workload), and the most 
probable attribute values given the document text. The author 
(creator) can inspect the form, modify the generated metadata 
as necessary, and give way to another the annotated document 
for storage.[13] 

 

4 CHALLENGES 

Annotating documents has become important with increasing 
amount of structured data and its complexity in various appli-
cation domains. The unified access to these heterogeneous 
data is important. A lot of research has been going on in this 
area, but there are number of problems in existing systems, 
such as improper use of attributes for initial annotations, satis-
fying limited range of queries, and large input forms. So the 
challenges which will be tried to overcome using an alterna-
tive approach will be, 
• For exact initial annotations as well as for later, attributes 
with high use in a particular domain can be used for annota-
tions e.g., for product survey domain, survey for products like 
camera, mobiles are given by users. For a mobile, the domain 
related attributes used frequently would be price, screen, 
model, memory etc. Similarly for a weather adversaries and 
reports for a storm or hurricane, the highly used attributes 
would be, time, place, area, intensity etc. 
• To lower the cost of attribute score calculation, rapid and 
thorough attribute suggestion strategy with the lowest limit 
number of random access for combining content and querying 
values will be used, along with the option of calculating 
another top-k attributes. 
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• Number of attributes in input data forms or query forms 
would be minimized using relations and dependencies 
amongst attributes. 
In the proposed approach, first of all a list of domain related 
attributes will be provided to the system. Whenever a new 
document is uploaded for the annotation, the attributes 
present in the list are extracted from the document text. If 
there are around 55 attributes present in the document, and 
the document contain 21 attributes which are presented in the 
domain attribute list, the attribute grade calculation will be 
performed only on those attributes. This will reduce the calcu-
lation value. And the high scoring attributes will be used for 
in input forms for annotation. Users can add attributes to the 
input form for annotation if they want to. Also, in stating an-
notation for a new domain, where already annotated docu-
ments are not shown for calculating content and querying 
value, domain attributes will be helpful. Attributes with same 
meaning (e.g., time, minutes) will be mapped as only one 
attribute. To calculate content and querying values of the 
attributes, Bayes Theorem suggested in will be used. QV and 
CV will be used to calculate the final score of the attribute, an 
Extension of mPro algorithm called imPro, described in, which 
provide incremental access for ranked queries will be used for 
this purpose, if the user is not satisfied with the top-k 
attributes presented in the input form, the next top k attributes 
will be easily be calculated without starting from scratch 
again. Once the top scoring attributes are selected, dependen-
cies amongst the attributes will be used to lower number of 
attributes in form. 
For identifying the values of attributes, notification extraction 
will be performed. OpenIE will complement better with CADS 
input forms. It provides exact outputs with in lower degree 
error rate than ClosedIE. For our targeted domains like prod-
uct survey corpus and emergency corpus, a single document 
length is medium and with the help of domain attribute list, 
number of attributes, whose values are to be calculated gets 
diminished. Therefore, number of triplets or tuple (attribute 
with values) will not be a hard. Users can observe and modify 
the identified attribute values. If an attribute has more than 
one values (multiple triplets), i.e., it is used multiple times, the 
values will be suggested to the user with a drop-down list. 
Users can select the appropriate value according to their needs 
and submit the input form for completing annotation process. 
[11]  

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper have studied document annotation strategies 
based on attribute-value pair and document features. Those 
are useful for annotating document at uploading time as well 
as consider the things requires for users querying. Many data 
mining techniques have been proposed in the last decade. 
Suggest the relevant attribute value to annotate the document 
while satisfying the users querying need. We generate the 
attribute value for that document that is mostly used by users 
for querying the database. With the help of this technique the 
searching and analysis of document will become efficient and 
fast. In  this firstly those attribute values will be selected that 

have frequent occurrence .Thus using the attribute value can 
improve the annotation process and increase the utility of 
document , by making it more required small effort for quick 
and right searching of the document. 
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